Rudolph Aggrey, (extreme right—standing) was quite at home among his people—the Anomabu Improvement Association—who gave him a reception at the Rodger Club, Accra, on Thursday evening. Rudolph flew from Accra airport yesterday to Lagos, Nigeria.

PERSIAN OIL DISPUTE

LAST BATCH OF BRITONS LEAVE

Bassra, Friday.

The Anglo-Iranian refinery manager, Mr. K. B. Ross, arriving here with the last party of Britons to leave Persia, said: "We hope to be back there some day. I am convinced that the Persians cannot run the refinery by themselves and they cannot get anybody else to run it for them," quotes Reuter.

Meanwhile, in Abadan, the chairman of the Persian Oil Commission, Hussein Markki, announced that he has ten German doctors and a Swiss fire prevention expert ready to take over vacant British posts.

Trains to resume

The Railway Administration has just announced a partial resumption of the train services which were curtailed recently because of shortage of coal.

As from Monday, the main line passenger train will run daily in each direction between Kumasi and Sekondi, Kumasi and Accra, Kade and Huni Valley, Prestea and Sekondi and between Asafo and Dunkwa.

A daily service will also leave Koforidua for Accra at 6:15 a.m., and returned at 10:15 a.m. to Koforidua.

On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, passenger service will run daily between Accra and Koforidua.
ROY WILL FIGHT BRITISH LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION

By a Special Correspondent

ROY ANKRAH, British Empire Featherweight Champion, is to fight the British Lightweight Champion, Tommy McGovern, over ten rounds. The fight is to take place next month at the Empress Hall, London.

McGovern is reputed to be one of the best boxers in the United Kingdom today. He recently beat Billy Thompson for the British title.

Ankrah recently stopped the Belgian Featherweight champion, Jean Machtelink, in five rounds. His showing against the Belgian was not as spectacular as when he met and beat Ronnie Clayton, the British Empire Featherweight champion.

Messages from London state that Mr. Reg King, the Nottingham promoter, is eager to promote a return bout between Roy Ankrah and Ronnie Clayton. Mr. King is said to be experiencing great difficulty in regard to the purse to be paid to Ankrah. He has offered the Gold Coast £2,000 to defend his title, but Roy’s manager, Mr. Joe Mcevan, contends that Roy will take nothing less than £3,000, which was the purse Clayton received when he fought Ankrah. Roy received only £2,000.

New Lord Mayor

LONDON’S next Lord Mayor will be an Australian — the first time that the Commonwealth has provided the holder of this high office.

He is Sir Leslie Boyce, a barrister, who came to England to fight in the 1914-18 war with the Australian Forces, and stayed on afterwards.

He became a Conservative member of Parliament in 1929, and sat in the House until 1935.

After his election at the traditional Guildhall ceremony, Sir Leslie said: “You have conferred on me the grateful distinction of being the first Lord Mayor of London to come from our Empire overseas.”

A spokesman of the Accra Turf Club said at mid-day yesterday, “unless the weather improves at once tomorrow’s race meeting may have to be cancelled.”
TAKORADI

Association will discuss fishing

MR. E. E. ACKON will lead a delegation of three which will meet the Shama State Council on Saturday.

The delegation will present the decision of the Sekondi-Takoradi branch of the Shama Youth Association about the Government Fishing Industry and Local Government Reforms. These decisions were taken at a meeting of the Association here on Wednesday.

The Association hopes to persuade people of Shama to accept the Government's proposals on the fishing industry.

ABURA DUNKWA

Progress of state rests with the people.

"The welfare and progress of a state and the well-being of its people depends upon its citizens," said Mr. W. E. Arthur, M.L.A., when he addressed about 300 people here.

He said that the people should undertake the responsibility of checking the high prices of local foodstuffs.

"This," he said, "would be one of the fundamental steps which should be taken before agitating for the wholesale reduction of imported goods."

IN SHORT...

DODOWA inhabitants mourned the death of Mr. Nuna, otherwise known as Kperniker, a C.P.P. priest who died here after a few days illness.

CAPE COAST Ministrel Society of the St. Augustine's College held a send-off party in honour of those students who are passing out this year. The founder of the society, Mr. N. A. Wood, awarded certificates to them.

ORUASI members of the Ashanti...
Lux Toilet Soap leaves your skin feeling soft, cool and smelling so nice. The lather is so pure and gentle that it will not harm even a baby’s skin. Ask for Lux Toilet Soap today.

LUX Toilet Soap

THE BEAUTIFUL WHITE SOAP WITH THE LOVELY PERFUME

OLVE TQUet Soap

I{UV

LUX Toilet Soap

COOL

TOILET SOAP

RECORDS

They are new — and by your favourite artistes. Now you will always be able to hear those haunting melodies and songs on "His Master’s Voice." We specially recommend:

JZ 5039 | Ke one sika
JZ 5039 | Mi jolly isemilekolo
JZ 5040 | Ki mi akitee
JZ 5040 | Nyabi gbenye

 Recorded in the Gold Coast

"HIS MASTER’S VOICE"

NOW OBTAINABLE FROM ALL THE BEST STORES

Distributors: THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LTD
Is there any secular evidence for Christ's existence?

Scholars have been able to find only one reference. It is in the works of Cornelius Tacitus, the Roman historian who lived from A.D. 55 to 120. Writing about Nero and the burning of Rome, which occurred in A.D. 64, he relates how Nero tried to put the blame for the fire on to the Christians.

He says: "The originator of that name was a Christian, was excised in the reign of Tiberius by order of the Administrator, Pontius Pilate." Tacitus himself was not a Christian, but believed, as far as we can judge from his writings, in a philosophical theory called "necessitarianism"- a kind of fatalism.

Anti-Christians have suggested that the passage in Tacitus is a later Christian interpolation, but this has not been proved.

WHAT IS TREASURE TROVE?

Traditionally, treasure trove is gold or silver coin, bullion, or other precious objects that have been deliberately concealed by their owners.

In feudal times, all over Europe, the reigning prince was held to be the ultimate owner of all lands, and any treasure found therein became his property. This law was changed in England in 1870.

Why are priests called "Fathers"?

In the Roman Catholic Church it is the usual designation of priests, whose office is that of a teacher.

HOW WAS CHLOROFORM FIRST USED?

For about 50 years before 1839 Sir Humphry Davy had been at work on many inventions, and he was particularly anxious to discover a first-class anaesthetic, but never did so though he found that the gas nitrous oxide eased pain when inhaled.

About this time an American dentist had successfully used ether in minor operations.

Then came Sir James Young Simpson. He was the youngest of seven sons of a Linlithgowshire baker, and was born on June 7, 1811. He graduated at Edinburgh University, and became Professor of Midwifery there in 1839. He desired to find a drug to help women in childbirth, but he wanted something safer than highly inflammable ether, and better than Davy's so-called "laughing-gas."

He experimented with chloroform, which is a chloro-compound produced by mixing chlorine and methane, or by heating bleaching powder with water and alcohol or acetone.

Among a consignment of new drugs he received was a sample of this chloroform, a liquid anaesthetic discovered by the German chemist Liebig but as yet untired on human beings. It had a pleasing smell; Simpson, with great courage, inhaled it, and fell to the floor unconscious.

When he recovered, he knew that he had the anaesthetic he had been looking for. Shortly after this he successfully administered chloroform to a woman in childbirth, and when the child was born he requested that she should be named Anaesthesia.

In later years a portrait of her always stood on Simpson's desk. He died on May 6, 1870.

What were the first uses of petrol?

It is perhaps significant that some of the "fiery" miracles which seem to have happened so frequently in mythology, and which also occur in the Bible, took place in a part of the world that is rich in commercial value. The oil-wells at Baku are thought to have been the first to supply petroleum when it was realised it might have a Russian peasants used to keeping burning perpetually.
enforced stringently in England, Germany, France, Spain, and Denmark.

England's King Edward the Confessor (1042-1066) laid it down that: "Treasures from the earth belong; to the king, unless they are found in a church or cemetery. And if they be found the gold belongs to the king and half the silver, and half to the church where it shall be found, whoever he be, rich or poor, that finds it." This included "valt cattle, wreck of the sea, whale, sturgeon, and other royal fishes."

Any discovery of buried gold or silver coin, plate, or bullion must legally be the subject of an inquest, if the owner is unknown; if the find is held to be treasure trove it belongs to the Crown, unless it has been found in certain cities possessing ancient charters, when it belongs to the municipality.

**LAW'S APPLICATION**

The law has never been applied to copper or bronze; and the treasure must have been hidden, not thrown away or abandoned. Nowadays in the United Kingdom, the Crown usually hands over treasure trove to the British Museum, who may reward the finder.

A modified form of the British law relating to treasure trove exists in most democratic countries; it is generally applied by dividing the value equally between the finder and the owner of the land; where this is one and the same person, half the value of the hoard may be allotted to the national treasury.

In pagan times, temples waggons with petroleum in dedicated to the gods were built over rocks from which also in use by medical men issued "eternal fires," and in and varnish-makers through this way the sacred flame most of the 18th century.

**Cue made for YOU**

by

**COLGATE-PALMOLIVE**

Use Cue and you will be delighted to see how much more attractive it makes your hair.

Cue gives it a shining beauty that is admired by everybody.

Get Cue today and see for yourself.

**Cue**

**THE PERFECT HAIR DRESSING**

A COLGATE - PALMOLIVE PRODUCT
LADIES ENVIOUS NIGHT
MISS ASHANTI 1951 WHO?
SATURDAY OCT. 6TH (TODAY) WILL SHOW.
ASHANTI BALLROOM CHAMPIONSHIP
REVELLERS ART BALL OF THE YEAR
10/- GENT. 3/- LADY
KUMASI TOWN HALL

My government is determined to conquer swollen shoot disease—!

By “GRAPHIC” LONDON CORRESPONDENT

THE Gold Coast will not become a “back number” but will reproduce the Gold Coast, is constantly expanding and even to meet new demands increased cocoa production is necessary.

The speech of Mr. Caseley-Hayford, Gold Coast Minister for Agriculture and Natural Resources, made a great impression on the conference which passed a resolution thanking him for his attendance as minister responsible for agriculture in the premier cocoa producing country in the world.

Mr. Caseley-Hayford explained to the Conference the present position of swollen shoot control in the Gold Coast and emphasised the determination of the Gold Coast Government to conquer the disease. But he emphasised too that nothing could be done without the cooperation of farmers and that it was on this that the Government was now concentrating its efforts.

But Mr. Caseley-Hayford's visit was not confined to the cocoa conference. Few visitors to Britain have put in so many engagements in such a short time—the driver of his car is willing to be a witness to that he has visited research institutes, chocolate factories, government departments and the Ferguson tractor works, where he drove tractors and where he hopes Gold Coasters will come to learn how to operate and maintain such tractors. He feels that the know-how is there now and needs to be disseminated.

Morton Baking Powder
Made by Morton

Light as a feather
thanks to Morton

BAKING POWDER
In ½ lb. 1 lb. & 1 lb. Tins
And in 2 oz. heat-sealed packets
that he has visited research institutes, chocolate factories, government departments and the Ferguson tractor works, where he drove tractors and where he hopes Gold Coasters will come to learn how to operate and maintain such tractors. He feels that the knowledge he has gained of what is going on in agricultural research in Britain and of requirements of cocoa users will be of value to him on his return.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE NO. 29

ACROSS
0 Very good looking.
7 Not old.
8 Payment when out of work.
9 To go quickly.
11 Strikes.
15 Fees.
17 Boundary.
18 To come back.
19 Nothing.
20 Use a spade.

DOWN:
1 An idea.
2 The title of King Arthur's followers.
3 To one side.
4 One of five senses.
5 A journey by sea.
10 Land surrounded by water.
12 To spring from.
13 In the midst of.
14 Mode or fashion.
16 Old.

The solution will appear in Monday's "Graphic"
determined to
Hayford

PONDENT

ut will remain a great cocoa
skill of its people,” said a re-
fter the recent conference of

Below Archie
Casely Hayford
addressing the
Cocoa Conference
in London.

Above: In the centre wearing medals is the Mayor of Freetown, Alderman
Dr. E. H. Taylor-Cunnings, C.B.E., with him on his right is the Mayor of
Lagos, Dr. A. B. I. Olorun-Nimbe, and other Nigerians and members of
Freetown Councill.

Two African Mayors meet
THE MAYOR of Freetown, Dr. E. H. Taylor-
Cunnings, and members of the City Council gave
a rousing reception to the Mayor of Lagos, Dr. A. B.
I. Olorun-Nimbe, when he arrived at Freetown on a
visit.

He was returning from the United Kingdom after attend-
ing the Festival of Britain.

Before entering the Wilberforce
Memorial Hall, Dr. Olorun-
Nimbe inspected a guard of honour formed
by the Freetown Fire Force under
the command of Commander
Thorp.

In a brief speech, the Mayor of
Freetown said “today is a red-
letter day and never before in the
history of this city had two Mayors
of West Africa met on such an
occasion as this”.

The Mayor of Lagos in reply
recalled the cordial relationship
which had existed between the
people of Lagos and Freetown. He
thanked the people for the recep-

for sturdy growth...
“Shop at Sly Corner”

The British Council Drama Group which early in the year gave successful performances of J. B. Priestley’s “An Inspector Calls” are now to present Edward Percy’s popular play in 3 acts, “The Shop at Sly Corner.”

Edward Percy, author of several stage thrillers gives you murder and blackmail to horrific effects in this exciting thriller. The sombre setting of an antique dealer’s shop is the background, and the play has drama, humour and romance skillfully blended.

First presented in London in 1945 with Kenneth Kent in the main part of Desclaus Heiss, it ran for nearly two years and was one of the most successful of post-war thrillers.

The British Council Drama Group is to give two performances to the general public on October 12 and 13 at the King George V Memorial Hall, and the cast which consists of both Africans and Europeans, will have John Tully in the principal part of Desclaus Heiss, the antique dealer. Aline Brandenbourger as his sister Matilda Heiss, Alice Decker as his daughter Margaret, and other members of the cast will be Margaret Lawson, Clarissa Djoledo, Leo Ribby Williams, Israel Sowah, Enoch Vanderpuye and Robert Amanamoo. The play will be produced by Paul Hill.

for sturdy growth...

this pure milk

Ostermilk is the right food for babies who must be fed by bottle. It is pure milk with iron and vitamin D added. Ostermilk is easily digested; it builds sturdy bones and healthy bodies. Get Ostermilk at once, it is the milk that’s especially good for babies in your climate.

Available in 1 lb. tins, from all chemists and dealers.

every baby deserves

OSTERMILK

GLAND LABORATORIES LTD, CREDFORD, NIGERIA, ENGLAND
Classified Advertisements

Personal advertisements (Births, Marriages, Deaths, in Memoriam, Thanks for Sympathy and Appointments) Wanted and Trade Advertisements (For Sale, Wanted, To Let, To Lease, Entertainments, Clubs, Hotels, etc.) in English. Words quoted or part thereof for each insertion. All classified advertisements are prepaid.

FOR SALE


NEW 10 HP. Twin Cylinder PETTERS Diesel Engine $165. Write Adv. P. O. Box 643. Accra.

FOR SALE 1951 Vanguard Estate Car. Four months use. $5,000 miles mainly formal, consistently used. British owner driven, carefully maintained. Price $615. Davison, University College, Achimota.


WANTED

Intelligent and experienced Stockkeeper who possesses business acumen with security of £400. For further terms of business, contact Manager in person. P.O. Box 246, or phone No. 367, Kumasi.

WANTED TO RENT

The Swiss Consulate is desirous of renting furnished Bungalow from 1st November 1951 on for four to six months. Please telephone 2455 or write to P.O. Box 359, Accra.

Football Match

A match of limited overs between UK cricket team and Ghana cricket team will be played at the Accra Stadium on November 15th, 1951.

NOTICE

It is hereby notified for general information that the under mentioned Institute which prepares Candidates for the London Chamber of Commerce and General Education will be declared opened at Nkwawkaw on the 15th January, 1952 at 8 a.m. Fees, Moderate. Accommodation to be provided. Apply immediately to the Principal, Premier Commercial Institute, P.O. Box 195, Nkwawkaw.

SITUATION VACANT

Shipping Clerk required. Some experience necessary. Shorthand and typing advantage. Apply Industrial Development Corporation, P.O. Box 1118, Accra.

To obtain a moderate cost of living

SHOP AT

Ayeh Kumi & Co., Ltd.

At Adabraka, next to Roxy Cinema or At Carnarvon Av., Cinema Palace

All enquiries attended.

Write P.O. Box 974, Accra or Phone 2311, Accra.

It's Simply Amazing...

how Cutex wears longer, chips less

It's not amazing when you know the secret. Cutex is the only nail polish that contains Eumelanin, an exclusive, new ingredient. This important discovery makes the beauty and sparkle of Cutex wear better and last longer than ever.

Cutex comes in many exciting fashion shades. Buy Cutex today — it makes your nails lovelier... and keeps them lovelier longer.

CUTEX

The World's Most Popular Nail Polish

OPERA CINEMA

AND

AMUSEMENT HALL

GOING GREY?

CLUB
NEW QUICK ACTING AGYINKWA LINIMENT

Now—a more powerful, more penetrating liniment!

Test Agyinkwa by rubbing a little on your arm. You will feel its effect immediately! Judge for yourself the value of this rapid action in relieving aches and pains.

Gives speedy relief to:
- STOMACH CRAMP  
- RHEUMATISM  
- MUSCULAR PAIN  
- STEEPNESS

Also Indigestion, Colic Pain, Pleurisy, Lumbago, Sciatica, Bronchitis, Neuralgia and pains in back and chest.

EXTRA LARGE BOTTLE GIVES BETTER VALUE

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY! The new Agyinkwa bottle is bigger—contains more. And remember, Agyinkwa Liniment is very strong and very pleasant smelling. Get yours today!

FOOTBALL MATCH
First-class contest Briand of U.K. Fame leads Accra Hearts of Oak against Koforidua Kotoko on Sunday, 7th October, 1951 at Koforidua.

MEMENTAL SERVICE
The memorial service for Mr. G. K. Evans, late Petty Trader of Pokuase Village and ex-Policeman, who died at Pokuase on Tuesday, September 11, 1951 will be held at the Presbyterian Church, Pig Farms, Pokuase at 9.30 a.m. on Sunday, October 7, 1951. Relatives, friends and sympathisers are all invited.

THE SHADEINE CO.
40 CHURCHFIELD RD
LONDON W.5, ENGLAND.

ACCRA'S MOST MODERN AND LUXURIOUS CINEMA OPENING SHORTLY

WATCH FOR OPENING DATE
YOUR RACE CARD TODAY

1ST RACE
"MANKRON STAKES" 5 FURS
No. Horse (3rd "B") Weight
1. Sabena 9.9
2. Mile 9.5
3. Armstrong 9.8
4. Naana 9.4
5. Monte Carlo 9.7
6. Rose Marine 9.9
8. Chable 9.5
9. Red Pepper 9.10
10. Muriele 9.12
11. Greater London 9.4
12. Guerriel 10.2
13. Me Too 9.8
14. Black Coin 10.7
16. Small Slam 9.5

7TH RACE
"ASAMANKESI PURSE" 1 MILE
No. Horse (1st "A" & "B")
1. Miracle 10.7
2. Namroud 8.3
3. Paris 10.4
4. Royal Star 11.4
5. Yawa 12.8
6. Nylon 10.6
7. London 11.4
8. Strict Boy 8.1
9. Naur 10.11
NB: Top Weight not accepting weights raised 12 lbs.

See Page 8 for your tips

WHITBREAD'S PALE ALE
It's from BRITAIN and it's the

for better HEALTH
**Vogeler's Curative Compound**

When you feel ailing, sick or tired out, a few drops of Vogeler's Curative Compound will quickly help to give you relief and create new energy. Its concentrated vegetable extracts help to clear impurities, tone up the liver, and generally bring about a normal healthy condition. For more than 60 years this Supreme Remedy has brought back the joy of living to thousands, and it can help you, too.

Try a bottle to-day.

---

**Tasty Pastries**

- A joy to eat — are made with SPRY

Lighter, tastier, more digestible.

Delicious! That's how your cooking will be described when you use Spry. Cakes and pastries are lighter, tastier — fried dishes are so crisp and full of flavour. Spry is made of pure vegetable oils. Its mixes quickly and thoroughly and is always ready for use. It stays fresh so much longer, too.

---

**Spry**

Implements all cooking!
SECRETARY FORDJUOH GOING TO LONDON

MR. L. K. FORDJUOH, secretary of the Ashanti Turf Club, will shortly leave Kumasi for London to study horse racing for six months.

THE WEAKER LOSES

By a Correspondent
Tonight, the weaker of the two fighters, London Kid and Jack Armstrong loses, and great will be the loss thereof. I am not counting the loss in terms of money but in terms of physical strength, if only the referee will not stop the fight before the ten rounds are over.

Jack Armstrong is known in the Sekondi-Takoradi area as the Joe Louis of the Gold Coast because of real knock-out and technical knockout victories. He is said to have met and defeated every light and welterweight boxer in the Western Province, and has longed to meet Billy Wells, the triple titled champion of the Gold Coast.

London Kid, like Jack Armstrong, has the kick of the bull in his hands. I have seen him fight on two occasions, and admired his wonderful stamina. He is acclaimed the best prospect for the British amateur team in the 1952 Olympic Games at Helsinki.

BRITAIN PREPARES FOR OLYMPIC GAMES

The British Amateur Athletic Board has issued a list of 79 men and 22 women who are nominated as "possibles" for the British athletic team in the 1952 Olympic Games at Helsinki.

The list includes the name of E. McDonald Bailey, the world famous West Indian sprINTER, who visited the Gold Coast earlier this year.

The Board's coaching Committees are giving special coaching and training to the athletes who have been selected as prospective competitors.

British Council Table Tennis Club, Kumasi, defeated Ashanti Police Table Tennis Club by 3-2.
Roy Ankrah to Fight
(Continued from page 1)

£500 for the fight.

Joe McKean, contends that
Ankrah accepted the £500
purse because he was anxious
to win the title. Now that he
has got it, he will take not
less than £3,000.

"It is up to Clayton's man-
ger to accept my terms.
Ankrah has plenty of offers
for fights, and will not care
very much whether he fights
Clayton again or not," said
Mr. McKean.

The Black Flash is to fight the
Italian featherweight, Alororo
Cerasedi on October 23. He has
also had an offer to fight the
French champion, Francis
Bonnardel in Cardiff eight
days later.

Added to these is the fact that
Mr. George Gainford, Sugar
Ray Robinson's manager has of-
fered to take Roy to America.

It is therefore obvious that any
promoter in Britain wants Ankrah
to fight for him, then he will have
to make his offer attractive enough,
and do it quickly.

Entertainments

Tonight's Accra Cinemas

Rex 9 p.m. The Love Story of the
Most Exciting Woman of her day;
The Drama of the Man who shared
her astonishing adventures, "MA-
DAME CURIE" starring Greer
Garson. Walter Pidgeon. Ad-
mission: £6.0d. N.C.O.'s 1s.

Royal 9 p.m. A Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Film. The
Funniest farce with a million-
laugh's "A SOUTHERN YAN-
KEE" Starring Red Skelton
Brian Donlevy. Admission:
25d., 1s. and 2s.

Regal 9 p.m. For Your Eyes
... For Your Sights! It's
That Blushing Babe Who
Invited Love... "One Touch
Of Venus" starring Robert
Walker, Ava Gardner. Ad-
mission: 25d., 1s. and 1s.

Royal 9 p.m. The Most No-
torious outlaw of the
West... Robert Taylor as
"BILLY THE KID" in Glorous
Technicolor with Brian Donlevy.
Admission: 25d., 1s. and 2s.

Globe Cinema

9 p.m. How funny can a picture
get?... You'll know when you see
"My Favourite", starring Bob
Hope. Dorothy Lamour Peter
LOIRE Lon CHANEY. Admission:
3s. 6d. N.C.O.'s 1s.

Palladium Cinema

8.30 p.m. Showing "FLAMINGO
ROAD". Starring: Zachary Scott,
Sydney Greenstreet David Brian
etc. Admission: 6d. 1s. and 2s.
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Lipton Limited, City Road, London, England